Streamline Your Workflow

CT DOTS
CT
DOTSOnline

Connecticut Documentation and Observation for Teaching System

POWERED BY

ONLINE OBSERVATION TOOL

Now
Available!

CT DOTS Online is the only system specifically
designed to meet the data entry and analysis
demands required by CT DOTS.
The Connecticut Documentation & Observation
for Teaching System (CT DOTS) framework
is in an easy-to-use, online platform.

See Page 2 for Training Options, Pricing and Contact Information.

Early childhood professionals, inside
and out of the classroom, now have a
paper-free method of observing children, collecting evidence/artifacts and
evaluating their skills against a standard set of indicators. Available anytime, anywhere and from any device,
CT DOTS Online eliminates cumbersome paper processes and streamlines
your work-flow.

Benefits of CT DOTS Online

Teachers/Observers

Administrators

Observe and collect evidence as it
is happening or input data at a
later date

Clearly see where students are
excelling and where they need
more individualized help

Run individual student reports to
prepare individualized lessons or to
use during conferences

Save time by viewing all student
data in a centralized,
online platform

Run classroom reports to help plan

Run reports based on customized

Eliminate paper documentation for

Run reports from the classroom

classroom activities based on
current student needs

evidence collection and reporting

Streamline Your Workflow

data fields, such as slot funding
or attendance

level to the district level

Contact Us Now!

productsupport@eastconn.org or 860-455-1527

CT DOTS Online Software Training with Onboarding

A subscription to CT DOTS Online includes access to the software’s full range of
features and an unlimited number of system observers. Software services include
remote support via telephone and email, Monday-Friday, 8:30 a.m.- 4 p.m.,
software updates and system monitoring. Onboarding consists of Administrator
Training and Group Training for up to 30 teachers/observers. For groups larger
than 30, additional fees will apply.

Year One Subscription Sample Pricing Based On EASTCONN Region.
Please contact us to discuss your program’s specific needs and for a
customized quote. We are able to accommodate programs of any size.

Up to 50 students plus onboarding: $1,950*
Up to 100 students plus onboarding: $2,675*
Up to 200 students plus onboarding: $4,075*

*Pricing may differ depending on services provided by your local RESC.

CT DOTS Online Subscription Upgrades
For programs already under contract with CT DOTS Online, additional student
licenses and storage space are available for purchase at the following rates:

Pack of 5 student licenses: $75 • 10 GB storage increase: $40
CT DOTS Online User Group Meeting - 2 hours - FREE

Periodically, our trainers will hold meetings throughout the state for users of the
CT DOTS Online platform. Meetings will include discussions about basic and
intermediate software user instruction, updates to software notes and new
software features.

Contact: EASTCONN’s Technology Solutions Application Team
at productsupport@eastconn.org or 860-455-1527
for more information.

PRICING
Office of Early Childhood (OEC) Endorsed Training
Provided by EASTCONN
Technical Assistance with the DOTS Framework
EASTCONN’s Early Childhood Initiatives group provides consulting,
trainings and DOTS orientation. These services are geared toward
helping programs understand the DOTS standards on a deeper level.
Topics include:
• Authentic assessment techniques
• Inter-rater reliability guidance for teachers
• Family input as an integral part of the whole child
• Getting started with a new assessment system

Half day (3 hour) sessions: $500
Full day (6 hour) sessions: $1,000
Contact: Diane Gozemba at dgozemba@eastconn.org
or 860-455-1518 for more information, or
contact your local RESC for training and pricing.

